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This thesis is about vehicular traffic flow in theory and experiment. Experimental part deals
with data sets containing vehicular trajectories of a complex traffic situation. A lot of errors in
empirical (experimental) data sets are corrected and data are analyzed and prepared for com-
parison with theoretical models. The data analysis shows the strong impact of lane changes and
the strong dependence on the velocity difference to the car in front. Unfortunately data analyses
also shows artificial structures within the data due to errors of NG-VIDEO software (errors of
monitoring as well as smoothing position measurement data). This of course raise question
about quality of data and do not allow to preform any noise analysis.
Partly based on empirical data analysis new modification of optimal velocity model (OVM)
is proposed. The advantages of this model are explicit velocity dependence, smaller values
for acceleration and deceleration, faster convergence to long-time solution and better match to
fundamental diagrams from empirical data. However, comparison with field data from empirical
data shows clear differences. The reason for that are both the model itself and the simplified
traffic situation.
In this thesis also fluid dynamical model by Martin Hilliges and Wolfgang Weidlich is ana-
lyzed. The study is mainly focused on traffic jam formation and shape. Unfortunately as we are
currently unable to calculate in reasonable time long-time solution, for cases when long time
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1. Introduction
In the 21st century many branches of science merge together to investigate the common paradigm.
The systems are so complex that only by applying tools from one field it is not longer possible
to obtain useful results. Many years biologists, chemists and physicists tended to work sepa-
rately but now-days it is quit common to work together in a same field as biophysics and system
biology. Physics is the most fundamental science of all natural science that implies that the-
oretically it would be possible to describe correctly all systems only by applying fundamental
principles of physics. But, there is a enormous limitation: such complex systems as biologi-
cal organisms, atmosphere, many particle quantum systems includes a high number of freedom
and in many cases solutions of regarding dynamical equations are highly instable. Therefore
without knowing very precise initial conditions solutions does not make sense. Yes, but this is
principal limitation, we simply cannot know them. An if we even theoretically speculate that it
would be possible then it would not be possible to find numerical solutions due to limitations of
computational techniques.
The possibility to investigate a highly complex system only from one science point of view
is also restricted by requirement to know a lot of theoretical and empirical data. Only way
how to tackle this problem is the collaboration of scientists from different scientific fields. The
experimental chemists and biologists can work in laboratory and obtain highly valuable data.
The computer scientists and physicists can build the models and verify them by comparing the
experimental findings and simulation data. The same is true also for atmosphere dynamics,
analytical and physical chemistry, etc.
If we look carefully there is something that goes through all these scientific fields, this is
presences of many interacting particles. Therefore it causes the temptation to look whether
it is possible to apply the concepts from classical many particle physics such different social
systems and traffic movement on the roads. The first attempts to apply these principles in traffic
systems goes deeply back in 20 century when in 1935 Greenshields [9] carried out early studies
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of vehicular traffic, and in the 1950s, there was considerable publication activity in journals
on operations research and engineering. Only 40 years later when the ratio of cars per capita
was significantly increased the scientists started more systematic work towards traffic problems.
Cities like Los Angeles and San Francisco suffer from heavy traffic congestion around the clock.
In Germany alone, the financial damage from traffic due to accidents and environmental impact
is estimated to be $100 billion each year. No-one anymore doubts that traffic problem should be
tackled very seriously. There was some early pioneers like Whitman, Prigogine, Montroll, and
Kühne, the primary research started in 1992 and 1993 with papers by Biham et.al. [5] (1992),
Nagel and Schreckenberg [21] (1992), and Kerner and Konhäuser [17] (1993). These papers
initiated an avalanche of publications in various international physics journals. Since then, it
has been difficult to keep track of the scientific developments and literature and there are more
than 100 different traffic models [11].
Without doubt, an efficient transportation system is essential for the functioning of modern
societies. But the days when freeways were freeways are over. To concluding the understanding
of underlying physical processes in traffic is not only important for logistic specialists and
city developers but it has caused also interest from car manufacturer side because the capacity
of expanding the market directly affects their income. So, better we will understand traffic
phenomenon more effectively our societies will work. Additionally, it will also give some
more fundamental understanding of many particle system that can be further applied to other
important systems.
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2. Empiric traffic data analysis
2.1. Introduction
Usually in physics to see how good is a theoretical model, predictions of such model have to
be compared with experiments or observations as in astronomy. But what is an experiment in
traffic physics? We have to take some cars with drivers (a lot of them), choose the segment of
the road, instruct the drivers and then measure data what we want to see (from individual car
trajectories and car parameters we should be able to calculate whatever we want). But there are
almost no experiments in traffic physics (even if they are conducted, the experimental data are
not openly accessible), because it is expensive and there are already a lot of cars on the streets
whose data can be measured. In principle in traffic physics the situation is similar to astronomy,
where all models have to be compared to observations.
The difference between traffic physics and astronomy is that the observations are usually not
made by physicists (astronomers) but by traffic engineers and their main aim is not to check
different models or provide qualitative data which are suitable for model analysis. Nowadays
a lot of roads are monitored mainly with loop detectors and data about traffic flow is collected,
but unfortunately usually only averaged information is stored. Averaged data of course are
not really good for microscopic traffic models especially if our aim is to build a model with
stochasticity, because only first moments of distributions can be effectively calculated. Fortu-
nately traffic physicists realized this problem and to provide traffic physics with high-quality
primary traffic and trajectory data in the early 2000’s NGSIM program was created.
The Next Generation Simulation (NGSIM) program was initiated by the United States De-
partment of Transportation (US DOT) Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in the early
2000’s. The program developed a core of open behavior algorithms in support of traffic simula-
tion with a primary focus on microscopic modeling, and collected high-quality primary traffic
and trajectory data intended to support the research and testing of the new algorithms. After end
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of program, now (June 2011) on NGSIM homepage [1] there are 5 data sets available containing
vehicle trajectories:
1. The Prototype Data Set
2. The I-80 Data Set
3. The US 101 Data Set
4. The Lankershim Data Set
5. The Peachtree Data Set.
Each data set contains 15 - 45 minutes of usable vehicle trajectory data recorded on 500 m -
600 m long road segment (prototype data set actually contains data from approximately 900 m
long road segment, but quality of last 300 m is rather poor and is not recommended for data anal-
ysis). Prototype, I-80, US 101 data sets contains highway data and Lankershim and Peachtree
data sets contains city road with traffic lights data. Vehicle trajectory data were transcribed
from the video data using a customized software application, Next Generation Vehicle Interac-
tion and Detection Environment for Operations (NG-VIDEO), developed for NGSIM and the
videos were recorded by several cameras mounted on multistory building located near the ob-
served road segment. Unfortunately as you will see in Sec. 2.4, these data sets contains a lot
of errors and last changes in data sets where made in 2007. More over these changes resulted
that now (at least until June 2011) for Prototype data set there is only 30 min and for US 101
data set there is only 15 min of trajectory data available instead of 45 min of data which was
available before. From highway data sets only I-80 data set still contains 45 min as it should.
Prototype and I-80 data sets are from the same segment of Interstate 80 highway in Emery-
ville (San Francisco), California and we can call I-80 data set as improved version of Prototype
data set (to reduce errors the section length was reduced from approximately 900 m to approx-
imately 500 m and position were detected every 1/10 s instead of 1/15 s). This unfortunately
leads to fact that we loose off-ramp in I-80 data set (see Fig. 2.1). As US 101 data set contain
only 15 min of trajectory data available and I-80 data set is an improved version of Prototype
data set the main analysis of high way data will be focused on I-80 data (for better reasoning
see Sec. 2.3).
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2.2. I-80 Data Set
I-80 data set consists of 3 subsets (each approximately 15 minutes long) of data recorded on
April 13, 2005 form 04:00 p.m. - 04:15 p.m., 05:00 p.m. - 05:15 p.m., 05:15 p.m. - 05:30 p.m.
Lets call these subsets as D1, D2, D3. These data represent travel on the northbound direction of
Interstate 80 in Emeryville, California. This data was collected using 7 video cameras mounted
on a 30 – story building, Pacific Park Plaza (see Fig. 2.1). As we see form Fig. 2.1 study area
consists of 6 lane highway with on-ramp (lane 7 in data).
Figure 2.1.: The aerial photograph of the I-80 study area in relation to the building from which
the video cameras were mounted and the coverage area for each of the seven video cameras.
The pictures taken from [2].
The data of each subset consists of recorded video, processed video (recognized cars are de-
picted with rectangles) and vehicle trajectory files. Vehicle trajectory data files have 18 columns
and every row contains a single x, y, t data point for a vehicle (specified by vehicle identification
number), with associated information.
Column 1 Vehicle identification number.
Column 2 Frame identification number.
Column 3 Total number of frames in which the vehicle appears in data set.
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Column 4 Time elapsed time since Jan 1, 1970 in ms (milliseconds).
Column 5 x-coordinate of the front center of the vehicle with respect to the left-most edge of
the section in the direction of travel in feet.
Column 6 y-coordinate of the front center of the vehicle with respect to the entry edge of the
section in the direction of travel in feet.
Column 7 Global X Coordinate of the front center of the vehicle based on CA State Plane III
in NAD83 in feet.
Column 8 Global Y Coordinate of the front center of the vehicle based on CA State Plane III
in NAD83 in feet.
Column 9 Length of vehicle in feet.
Column 10 Width of vehicle in feet.
Column 11 Vehicle type: 1 - motorcycle, 2 - automobile, 3 - truck.
Column 12 Instantaneous velocity of vehicle in feet/s.
Column 13 Instantaneous acceleration of vehicle in feet/s2.
Column 14 Current lane position of vehicle.
Column 15 Vehicle identification number of the lead vehicle in the same lane.
Column 16 Vehicle identification number of the vehicle following the subject vehicle in the
same lane.
Column 17 Lead gap in feet.
Column 18 Headway time in s.
As we can see, data files contains some strange, not really useful informations like elapsed
time since Jan 1, 1970 and global coordinates, but the good thing is that data files contain all
necessary information for data analysis: x, y - coordinates of cars, vehicle identification number
and length of vehicle. Unfortunately other useful data like velocity of cars and acceleration
contains too big errors to be used directly (see Sec. 2.4 ).
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2.3. Choice of data sets for further analysis
(a) I-80 (b) Prototype
(c) US 101 (d) D1 subset from I-80
(e) D2 subset from I-80 (f) D3 subset from I-80
(g) Prototype (h) US 101
Figure 2.2.: Trajectories and space-time plots for all highway data sets.
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Before we do further data analysis it is necessary to study properties of traffic flows in data sets
to see whether same data sets have better data for analysis and whether it is worth the effort to
analyze all data sets. This is quite important, because data sets which has only free flow are not
very interesting for analysis, because all vehicles drives with almost the same speed.
Quite a lot of information about traffic flow and data quality can be found from car trajectory
plots (y-coordinate vs x-coordinate) and from space-time plots (y-coordinate vs time) for all
vehicles in data sets. These plots for all highway data sets can be found in Fig. 2.2. Dark
lines in in trajectory plots (see Figs. 2.2a - 2.2c) represents lanes. So from trajectory plots we
can see that I-80 data set has 6 lanes and on-ramp, Prototype data set has 6 lanes, on-ramp
and off-ramp, US 101 data set has 5 lanes, on-ramp and off-ramp. The reason that these dark
lines in trajectory plots are not straight lines, but zigzag are artifacts (errors) of NG-VIDEO
software (not correctly adjusted x-coordinate wen changing between cameras). These artifacts
are not so bad, because x-coordinate is only used for lane detection and they actually allows us
to see camera ranges. The light lines between dark lines shows lane changes or are just errors
of determination of x-coordinate. To determine which of these reason is mainly responsible for
these lines we can look to trajectories of cars which did not change lines (see Figs. 2.3 and 2.4).
Figure 2.3.: Trajectories of cars from Prototype data set, without lane changes. Solid straight
vertical lines represent lane ranges.
From trajectories of cars which did not change lanes we see, that unfortunately for Prototype
data set a lot of these lines are errors of determination of x-coordinate, but for I-80 and US
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Figure 2.4.: Trajectories of cars from I-80 and US 101 data set, which did not change lanes. Left
figure is from I-80 data set for which lane changing errors are already corrected (see Sec. 2.4.2)
and right figure is from US 101 data set. Solid straight vertical lines represent lane ranges.
101 data sets we see that these really are mainly lane changes. Thus we have to conclude that
Prototype data set has a lot more and larger errors for determination of x-coordinate, which
unfortunately suggest that Prototype data set has also larger errors for y-coordinate.
The intensity of the dark lines is proportional to the number of cars in particular segment
of the lane. For Prototype and I-80 data sets we see, that dark lines for all lanes except first
one (for lane numbers see Fig. 2.1, where lanes are numbered from left to right) has almost
the same intensity. This suggest that first lane may be high-speed lane (cars on this lane drive
with larger velocities than on other lanes) and have other properties than other lanes, but to be
sure it is necessary to look at flux and density plots of first lane. All lanes from US 101 data
set has similar intensity, so it seems that there is no high-speed lane, but we see that for first
200 m dark lines are more darker which indicates, that vehicles in this section drive with much
smaller speed than in the rest region. This indicates for different speed limits. Clearly there is
not high-velocity lane in US 101 data set, because high-speed lane can not exist if there are low
and changing speed limits.
From space-time plots (see Figs. 2.2d - 2.2h) we can see whether we have free or congested
traffic flow. If we have a congestion then as velocity in congested flow is smaller than in free
flow, in congested region slope for this trajectory is smaller. So congestions in space-time plots
are regions with smaller slope and as congestions runs backwards, these regions have negative
slope. These congestions one can see much better if we plot space-time plots for singe lanes,
for example see Fig. 2.5f. From Fig. 2.2 we see that all subsets of I-80 and US 101 data set
contains congested traffic and only Prototype data set has free traffic flow. It is useful if data
set has congestions to plot space-time plots for every lane separately. We present these plots
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in Fig. 2.5 and also in Figs. A.4 and A.5 in Appendix. From space-time plots for individual
lanes we see that for all subsets of I-80 data set flow in lane 1 is always free even when there
are congestions on all other lanes. This confirms that lane 1 has different traffic properties than
other lanes and most likely is high-speed lane. Lane 2 and 4 has slightly more congestions
than other lanes, and we see congestions in all other lanes except first one in all subsets of I-80
data set. We also see that in subset D3 traffic is more congested than in D2 and in D2 is more
congested than in D1. In US 101 data set situation is quite opposite: lane one has a lot of
congestions, but other lanes has only one congestion.
One bad thing what we recognize in all space-time plots are brighter horizontal lines at cam-
era positions. This indicates that mostly at positions of camera changing vehicles drive faster.
This, of course, can not be in reality and again must be an artifact of NG-VIDEO software. So
we have to conclude that on camera changes not only x-coordinate has larger errors but also
y-coordinate has larger errors. The reason for this can be found in forums of NGSIM projects
[1] and is that cameras actually do not over lap and even more there are gaps between cameras,
so that for some time (approximately 0.3 s) position of car is not recoded with either of cameras
and trajectories at these point are just extrapolated.
From this short analysis it was decided to exclude Prototype data set from further analysis,
because it contains only free flow data with larger errors for x-coordinate and y-coordinate than
I-80 data and I-80 data set already contains enough free flow data. As US 101 data set contains
data from other region and have different and changing speed limits, it is not good choice to
analyze these data together as one big data set. And as we have only 15 minutes of data and we
have mainly free flow traffic flow in all lanes except lane 1 it does not seems to be worth of effort
to analyze also US 101 data set. So for further analysis only I-80 data set was chosen, which
means that in further analysis data set with 5678 vehicles will be used. Number of vehicles and
types in each subset can be found in Tabs. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
Table 2.1.: Vehicles types in D1 subset of I-80 data set.






(a) lane 1 from D1 (b) lane 2 from D1
(c) lane 1 from D2 (d) lane 2 from D2
(e) lane 1 from D3 (f) lane 2 from D3
(g) lane 1 from US 101 (h) lane 2 from US 101
Figure 2.5.: Comparison of space-time plots between lanes 1 and 2 from subsets D1, D2, D3
of data set I-80 and data set US 101.
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Table 2.2.: Vehicles types in D2 subset of I-80 data set.





Table 2.3.: Vehicles types in D3 subset of I-80 data set.






As mentioned before all NGSIM data sets contains errors and of course before any data analysis
can be performed one have to try to correct all errors that are possible to correct. These errors we
can find if we simply look at vehicle trajectory data files and processed video files. In trajectory
data files we can see that acceleration values have surrealistically large values for acceleration
(see figures 2.9a and 2.9b). As acceleration is computed from velocity data, also values for
velocities have to be recomputed. By looking at processed videos we can see that sometime
instead vehicle the shadow of the same vehicle or other vehicle is recognized (see Fig. 2.6)
instead. If shadow of the same vehicle is recognized as the vehicle this will result in errors
for x-coordinate and thus there will be errors for lane number, following and preceding vehicle
numbers and lead gap and headway. If shadow of the other vehicle is recognized as the vehicle
then this will result in errors for y-coordinate thus there will be errors for velocity, acceleration
and lead gap and time headway. Unfortunately we can try to correct errors only if shadow of
the same vehicle is recognized as the vehicle (lane changing errors), because y-coordinate is
already smoothed and we do not see these errors in vehicle trajectory data files.
Correctable errors we can divide in two groups: lane changing errors, which appears from
errors for x-coordinate and errors of velocity and acceleration, which appears, because of ig-
norance of noise in calculation of velocity and acceleration. As for velocity and acceleration
calculation only y-coordinate is used, in principle these these error can be corrected in any oder,
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Figure 2.6.: Video post-processing software NG-VIDEO errors for vehicle 1455 from subset
D1. In left figure we can see that instead of vehicle 1455 its shadow is detected. In right figure
we see another kind of errors, that instead vehicle 1456 vehicle’s shadow 1455 is detected
(vehicle 1455 is track on lane 2 and vehicle 1456 is truck at lane 3).
but as Savitzky-Golay filter [25] is also applied to x-coordinate, the velocity and acceleration
errors are corrected first.
2.4.1. Errors for velocity and acceleration
If we look at acceleration data found in I-80 data sets we see that vehicles accelerate and de-
celerate very much even when in video there is no reason for such behavior. And if we plot
probability distribution for acceleration (see Fig. 2.7), we see that that this distribution has 3
maximums: around a = 0 m/s2 and a ≈ ±3.3 m/s2 (10 feet/s2). If we analyze data files
we can find that the peaks for acceleration around ±10 feet/s2 appears from the way of calcu-
lation of acceleration. One can find that acceleration (negative value represents declaration) is
calculated
ai =
sgn (vi − vi−1) ·min (fps · |vi − vi−1|, 10) [feet/s
2] if i > 2
0 [feet/s2] else
, (2.1)
where sgn is signum (sign) function, i is number of the frame, fps are frames per second,
vi is velocity value in this frame and vi−1 is velocity value in previous frame. This provides,
that we do not get values for acceleration bigger than technically possible, however, probability
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distribution is completely unrealistic. Moreover if we investigate accelerations for single car
(see Figs. 2.9a and 2.9b), we see that in this way calculated acceleration is actually mainly the
amplified noise from errors of position data. It is clear that if we want to improve our data
for acceleration we have to apply some kind of filter. As we are interested in improvement of
acceleration, which is second derivative of y-coordinate, to reduce noise Savitzky-Golay filter

































Figure 2.7.: Probability distribution of acceleration from I-80 data sets. Original (red) means
unmodified data from I-80 data set files, smoothed (green) means calculated data after applying
Savitzky-Golay filter to y-coordinate for data in I-80 data set.
Savitzky-Golay filter tries to fit a set of data points to a polynomial in the least-squares sense
and as result new value gi of point i with old value fi is calculated using nr points which are to




cj · fi+j , (2.2)
where cj are coefficients which can be found from least square interpolation and have property
nl∑
j=−nr
cj = 1 . (2.3)
If data are fitted with polynomial with order at least 2 we can also simply calculate first and
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second derivatives of function i.e. velocity and acceleration
vi = fps ·
nl∑
j=−nr
c̃j · fi+j , ai = fps2 ·
nl∑
j=−nr
c̄j · fi+j , (2.4)
where fps = 1/∆t means frames per second used for position detection or reciprocal of time
interval between 2 following data points.
For data smoothing polynomial of order 2 and nr = nl = 7 was chosen. This unfortunately
leads, that we can not calculate position, velocity, acceleration at 7 points from beginning and
end. For those points we can calculate results with maximally large value of nr = nl, so for
example for fifth point from beginning and end we can use nr = nl = 4. Using this approach of
course noise for these points is not so good filtered and if we look to the results for acceleration
of applying Savitzky-Golay filter (see Figs. 2.9a and 2.9b) for most vehicles at those points we
have larger oscillations for velocity values than in other points. So for most cars it gives no
























































Figure 2.8.: Probability distribution for change of y-coordinate by applying Savitzky-Golay
filter (absolute value of difference between old and new value) to data from I-80 data set. Left
figure is in linear scale and right figure in in logarithmic scale.
The results for applying Savitzky-Golay filter to data in I-80 data set can be seen in Figs.
2.7, 2.8 and 2.9. As we can from Fig. 2.7, that by applying Savitzky-Golay filter we have a
lot more realistic probability distribution for acceleration and also we can see from Fig. 2.9
have smaller and more realistic values of acceleration except first and last 7 points. Also values
for velocity are a lot improved. As you can see from Fig. 2.8, this improvement was achieved
only by slightly modifying original data, the changes for y-coordinate were usually smaller than
1 cm which is much smaller than error for y-coordinate of vehicle. So we can conclude that it
is recommendable to use Savitzky-Golay filter for y-coordinate. Improvements from applying
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Savitzky-Golay filter for x-coordinate are not so obvious: some lane changing errors may be
corrected (see Sec. 2.4.2) and it forces to recalculate lane numbers for vehicles, but as lane


















































































































Figure 2.9.: Results for acceleration (Figs. (a)–(b)), velocity (Figs. (c)–(d)), x-coordinate
(Figs. (e)–(f)) of applying Savitzky-Golay filter to vehicles with number 1 and 1455 form D1
subset of I-80 data set. Original (red) means unmodified data from I-80 data set data files,
smoothed (green) means calculated data after applying Savitzky-Golay filter to y-coordinate
and x-coordinate for data in I-80 data set.
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2.4.2. Lane changing errors
If we plot trajectories for cars from subset D1 of I-80 data set, which change lanes more than
four times (see Fig. 2.10) we notice, that some vehicles (365, 447, 518, 1455, 1628, 2087,
2767) make some fast double lane changes (change from initial lane to another lane and after
small time change back to initial lane), and vehicle number 1455 at about y = 300 m makes



























Figure 2.10.: Trajectories of cars which change lanes more than 4 times from subset D1 of data
set I-80. Solid straight vertical lines represent lane ranges.
data we can see, that none of two scenarios actually happens and these are errors of video post-
processing software NG-VIDEO. Usually these errors are near video camera range borders
when instead of vehicle, vehicles shadow is detected (see figure 2.6). From video analysis one
finds out that actually only 6 of 13 vehicles mentioned in Fig. 2.10 makes more than 4 lane
changes.
The good thing is that those kind of lane changing errors are quite simple to correct, but
the problem is that original lane change algorithm is unknown. The best option in this case
is to correct errors using x-coordinate and y-coordinate data only. Based on road segment
topography and on trajectory data analysis lane changing algorithm which can be found in
listing 2.1 was created. In this algorithm variable lane nr represents lane number arrays x and
y contains x-coordinate and y-coordinate in meters. Note that there is no need to multiply with
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a if coordinates of vehicle position are stored in feet. Lane number value 7 represents on ramp
and −6 represents that car is on wide part of lane 6 where it is possible, that 2 cars on lane 6
may have the same y-coordinate and one car can overtake other car. This is important if we
want correctly determine lead and lag gaps. To reduce number of points where lane nr = −6,
we can replace lane nr = −6 with lane nr = 6 if at previous time moment lane nr = 6.
Listing 2.1: Lane change algorithm
double a = 0 . 3 0 5 ;
i f ( x [ i ]<=12∗a ){
l a n e n r =1;
}
e l s e i f ( x [ i ]<=24∗a ){
l a n e n r =2;
}
e l s e i f ( x [ i ]<=36∗a ){
l a n e n r =3;
}
e l s e i f ( x [ i ]<=48∗a ){
l a n e n r =4;
}
e l s e i f ( x [ i ]<=60∗a ){
l a n e n r =5;
}
e l s e i f ( x [ i ]<=75∗a ){
i f ( y [ i ]<(666)∗ a&&y [ i ]>(666−170)∗ a&&x [ i ]>=72.5∗ a ){
l a n e n r =7;
}
e l s e {
l a n e n r =6;
}
}
e l s e {
i f ( y [ i ]<666∗a ){
l a n e n r =7;
}
e l s e {
l a n e n r =−6;
}
To remove those 2 types of lane errors described before it is necessary to search for double lane
changes. Then if time of double line change is smaller than 1.5 s or difference between average
position (x-coordinate) on initial lane and lane where car changed is smaller than half lane width
and it is not motorcycle we assume, that there were no lane changes and correct lane number.
Note that main part of still remaining double lane changes are changes from lane 6 to 7, what
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is not allowed (crossing of continuous white line), but video analysis confirms, that there are
such aggressive drivers. Note that preceding vehicle and following vehicle numbers and other
quantities which depends on them like lead and lag gaps now also have to be recalculated. In
total this correction modify data for more than 10% of vehicles.
2.5. The fundamental diagram
One of the most important things for analyzing traffic on road segment is fundamental diagram,
which represents car flux j dependence on car density ρ. Clearly this is one of things that have
to be compared with results from mathematical model. In order to draw this diagram we need
calculate car flux and car density from smoothed NGSIM data.
2.5.1. Car density
Car density is a macroscopic physical quantity which represents number of cars N per length








To calculate car density at time moment t we need to choose some road segment with length L
and count how many cars there are at time moment t. Note, that L should be large so that results
are close to the limit case. Results for calculated densities for road segment y ∈ (200 : 400) m







































Figure 2.11.: Car density from lane 1 and 2 from subset D1. Car density is calculated using
equation (2.5).
have discrete values of density with resolution 5 km−1. To increase resolution we can of course
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increase L, but we can not increase L much, because we have only data from about 500 m road
segment. More over we are actually interested in localized density because traffic is forward
orientated and behavior of car is not influenced by traffic congestion which forms 200 m behind.
We get better results if we either average calculated results form Eq. (2.5) over some time, or
instead of fixed length L use distance between first car in this road segment and first car which
is outside the road segment if first car in road segment is not too far from beginning of road










here δ is some constant, ystart is y-coordinate of beginning of road segment with length L, yend
is y-coordinate of end of road segment with length L, yi is y-coordinate of i-th car and cars
are numbered descending according to their coordinates and first car in the road segment has
index 1. This is some mixture between macroscopic density and on road segment with length L









si , si = yi−1 − yi , (2.7)
where s is spacing between cars (also know as distance headway) and indexes have the same
meaning for Eq. (2.6). Clearly Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7) and therefore also Eq. (2.6) in limit case
L,N →∞ give the same results. Eq. (2.6) in limit case δ → 0 becomes Eq. (2.5) and δ →∞
becomes Eq. (2.7). Note that Eq. (2.7) can not be applied directly for density calculations,
because as we have data of only 500 m road segment, for dilute traffic cases we sometimes do
not know value sN . If we want to calculate density for some segment of the road, the value
of parameter delta δ should not be too large and also it should be larger average car length,
so for road segment y ∈ (200 : 400) m value δ = 40 m seems to be reasonable and will be
used for further calculations. Also time averaging for large times makes no sense, but averaging
over 1 s seems reasonable. By using time averaging of 1 s for Eq. (2.5) we get resolution of
0.5 km−1 which is definitely better. We can also try to apply time averaging to Eq. (2.6). These
approaches for lanes 1 and 2 from subset D1 are compared in Fig. 2.12. As we can see form
Fig. 2.12, we have improvements if we use time averaging for Eq. (2.6). But as traffic in lane 1






















































































































Figure 2.12.: Comparison between different approaches to calculate car density from lane 1
and 2 from subset D1. For Figs. (a)–(b) car density is calculated by time averaging for 1 s
Eq. (2.5), Figs. (c)–(d) car density is calculated from Eq. (2.6) with δ = 40 m, Figs. (e)–(f) car
density is calculated by time averaging for 1 s Eq. (2.6) with δ = 40 m.
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we see that Eq. (2.6) works better for denser traffic. As time averaging increase resolution for
dilute traffic case and we do not need to know density values after every 0.1 s and values after















































































































Figure 2.13.: Comparison between car density ρ and effective car density ρ̄ for all lanes from
subset D1. Green line represents car density and red line represents effective car density.
But there is still one more problem if we want to compare calculated density from empirical
traffic data with results from mathematical models. Vehicles in I-80 data set have different
length and if we do not have the same car length distribution in mathematic model as in I-80
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data set, we can not compare densities, because as we can see from Tabs. 2.1-2.3 we have
almost 4% trucks and truck length may be several times bigger than length of passenger car. To
remove these differences we can modify Eq. (2.6) from denominator subtracting all length of
















and call this effective car density ρ̄, but as for mathematical models of traffic usually point like
























gi , gi = yi−1 − yi − li−1. (2.10)
The difference between car density and effective car density can be seen in Fig. 2.13. One can
see that from effective density plots it is more easy to see congestions.
2.5.2. Car Flux
Car flux is a macroscopic physical quantity which represents number of cars in one lane N





To calculate car flux at time moment t + ∆T/2 we need to count how many cars passed some
point between time moment t and t+∆T . Such calculated results for y = 300 m and ∆T = 30 s
for lanes 1 and 2 you can see in Fig. 2.14. showing that also car flux has discrete values, and




























Figure 2.14.: Car flux changes in time for lane 1 and lane 2 of subset D1. Car flux is calculated
form Eq. (2.11) with y = 300 m and ∆T = 30 s.
lane 1 has similar value as in lane 2 despite big differences for the car density. This shows that














Figure 2.15.: Comparison between microscopic and macroscopic car fluxes for lane 2 of subset
D1. Green line represents macroscopic car flux and red line microscopic car flux. Car density
is calculated form Eq. (2.6).
To increase number of time points in which we can calculate flux, instead of macroscopic car
flux we can use microscopic one, which can be calculated from






where 〈v〉 is space mean velocity. The comparison between macroscopic and microscopic car
fluxes for lane 2 of subset D1 can be seen in Fig. 2.15. As expected Fig. 2.15 shows that
microscopic and macroscopic fluxes of course good match.
As we did with car density also for flux we can introduce effective car flux j̄, which should
be for equivalent of car flux, if all vehicles had no length
j̄ = ρ̄ · 〈v〉 . (2.13)



























































































Figure 2.16.: Comparison between car flux j and effective car flux j̄ for all lanes from subset
D1. Green line represents car flux and red line represents effective car flux.
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have congestion, than effective car flux in Fig. 2.16 has to have (local) minimum at this time
moment and effective car density has to have (local) maximum. We can see this for example at
t ≈ 500 s on lane 3. However it is simpler to detect if we plot space average speed over time or
in space-time plots like in Fig. 2.5.
2.5.3. Fundamental diagrams
Now when we have calculated car density and car flux we finally can plot fundamental diagrams
and compare with traffic physics theory. From traffic physics theory [16] follows that funda-
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Figure 2.17.: Inverted λ-shape fundamental diagram.
density range ρ ∈ (ρout; ρc) we have multi-valued fundamental diagram and therefore we can
observe hysteresis. First branch for small density ρ ∈ (0; ρc) describes free flow, and second
branch for high density ρ ∈ (ρout; ρmax) describes congested flow. In the free-flow, the flux
steadily rises with increasing density and small perturbations in the traffic flow have no signif-
icant effects. This continues until critical density ρc is reached. At the critical density, traffic
becomes metastable and small perturbations leads to a cascading effect, resulting in a break-
down of traffic and kicking it onto the congested branch. When we are on congested branch and
decrease density, flux linearly increases until density ρout is reached. In region ρ ∈ (ρout; ρc) we
do not have transition from congested flow to free flow, because in this region congested flow
is also stable for small perturbations. Only when bifurcation point (ρout, jout) is reached finally
we return to free flow branch.
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Fundamental diagrams for lanes 1 till 6 from I-80 data set (all subsets are included) can be





















































































Figure 2.18.: Fundamental diagrams for lanes 1 till 6 from I-80 data set (all subsets are in-
cluded).
all other lanes have congested traffic flow (congested traffic branch). To understand better we
can look at data points from lanes 1 till 6 in the same coordinates (see Fig. 2.19a). Here clearly
we see that lane 1 has other traffic properties then other lanes. From Fig. 2.19a we see that
fundamental diagram has inverse λ shape, but data points has large deviations from average. As
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(b) effective fundamental diagram
Figure 2.19.: Comparison between fundamental diagram and effective fundamental diagram
for all lanes of I-80 data set (all subsets are included). Data points from lane 1 are marked in
red color and for other lanes in black color.
effective flux j̄, we can also plot fundamental diagram using these data. For analogy lets call
this effective fundamental diagram (see Fig. 2.19b). But also for effective fundamental diagram
we see large deviations from average. Clearly one reason for large deviations from average is
stochasticity, but other not less reason is lane changes. If we want to compare with models
which do not take in account lane changes we need to exclude this effect. This effect according
to [10] can be excluded by averaging flux and density over all lanes. However in this case this
is not smart choice, because lane one has free flow, but other lanes has congested flow. The
obviously better is to average over lanes which have free flow and lanes which have congested
flow separately even when there are few lane changes from congested flow to free flow. As
we have only one lane with free flow there is no need to average, but for congested flow we
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(b) effective fundamental diagram
Figure 2.20.: Comparison between fundamental diagram and effective fundamental diagram
for for I-80 data set (all subsets are included). To remove lane change effects in congested flow,
density and flux was averaged over lane 2 till 6.
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deviations from average. We can conclude that this method at least partly removes effects of
lane changing. As we can see from Fig. 2.20 there is no big difference between fundamental
diagram and effective fundamental diagram except scale, but for large densities we see that
congested part is not more linear.
2.6. Field data
Since fundamental diagram is very important for analysis of traffic, then for verification and
improvement of microscopic traffic model we are more interesting in how car’s acceleration
or speed depends on lead gap or velocity difference between this car and car in front ∆vi =
vi − vi−1 and other quantities. In the simplest realistic case the speed with which car wants to
drive should at least depend on lead gap g (instead of lead gap one can also use time or distance
headway) and velocity difference between this car and car in front, so in this case we would like
to find acceleration ai = f(vi, gi,∆vi) from vehicle trajectory data. Unfortunately it leads to
problem of analyzing four dimensional plots. As stochasticity plays important role, to do this
directly is almost impossible. The simplest thing what we can do is to look at projections to
all six planes planes ( g-v plane; g-∆v plane; g-a plane; v-a plane; v-∆v plane; ∆v-a plane)
instead. These projections can be seen in Fig. 2.21. Note that as before for every data point
time averaging of 1 s also for projection to planes was used. But due to stochasticity data are
scattered and the better option of course to to look at probability density of those plots (see
Fig. 2.22).
But unfortunately if we look to plots containing velocity (see Figs. 2.22a, 2.22k and 2.22g)
we see some strange patterns. As the result also for probability densities (see Fig. 2.22) for
plots containing velocity we do not have smooth functions, but with several local minimums
and maximums, especially good we can see this in Figs. 2.22g and 2.22h. Note that we get
similar results if we use the velocities and acceleration directly from data sets, so Savitzky -
Golay filter is not the cause of these artifacts.
The better understanding of cause we get if we look to the velocity - space plot (velocity of all
cars in subset D1 against y-coordinate) (see Fig. 2.23) or velocity - time plot (see Fig. 2.24) with
velocity in feet/s. As we can see from Figs. 2.23 and 2.24 it seems that cars like to drive with
velocity which is almost precisely 5, 10, 15, 20,. . . in feet/s more than with the values between





Figure 2.21.: Projection of ai = f(vi, hi,∆vi) to all 6 planes for I-80 data set.
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Figure 2.22.: Continued on next page.
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Figure 2.22.: Probability densities of projection of ai = f(vi, gi,∆vi) to all 6 planes from I-80
data set.
Figure 2.23.: Velocity - space plot of all cars in subset D1.
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Figure 2.24.: Velocity - time plot of all cars in subset D1.
regions of changing cameras where now we can see that the cars do not like to drive any more
with velocity 5, 10, 15, 20, . . . in feet/s, but want to drive with parabolic like velocity profiles
of position (see Fig. 2.23 where changes from camera 2 to 3 is at y ≈ 210 m, from 3 to 4 at
y ≈ 260 m, from 4 to 5 at y ≈ 330 m, from 5 to 6 at at y ≈ 390 m, from 6 to 7 at y ≈ 480 m).
Clearly these parabolic like profiles are artifacts of video post-processing NG-VIDEO and also
the fact that cars want to drive with velocities which almost precisely 5, 10, 15, 20,. . . in feet/s
should also be artifacts of video post-processing NG-VIDEO. Obviously there is no reason why
in reality drivers would like to drive more with these speeds because even speedometers in cars
are graduated in mph (or in km/h) not in feet/s. The important question is how these artifacts
were produced.
Christof Liebe in his PhD thesis [18] suggested that these artifacts were generated because of
discrete nature of determination of y-coordinate. But it does not seem to be the case, because
if we look to speed - space plots (see Fig. 2.25) for single car we see that a car is driving also
with constant velocities up to 5 or even 8 seconds with values which are randomly distributed
between 5, 10, 15, 20. . . in feet/s. The deeper analysis of speed - space plots for individual cars
shows that for almost every car there is some road segment were it drives for some time with






































Figure 2.25.: Velocity - space plot for car number 1 and 43 form subset D1.
just it also have to be an artifact of video post-processing NG-VIDEO as well as parabolic like
velocity profile of position. Most likely it has something to do with the fact that the ranges of
cameras do not overlap (see Sec. 2.3). As almost every car has these artifacts, we must assume
that errors for speed is at least 2.5 feet/s.
The smoother results for probability densities we get if we choose bin size for velocities so
that in each bin we have exactly one value of velocity which is 5, 10, 15, 20,. . . in feet/s. But to
remove internal structure from projection to planes plots (Fig. 2.21) is much more difficult. The
only way which was found that with out modifying original data removes internal structure from
velocity plots was to average data not for 1 s, but for 5 s. This approach works (see Fig. 2.26)
because, as we can see in speed - space plots for individual cars, cars mostly drive with constant
speed for less than 5 s. This approach removes internal structure, but we now have 5 times less
Figure 2.26.: Velocity dependence on lead gap and velocity difference dependence on velocity
from I-80 data set averaged for 5 s.
points and instead more or less instantaneous velocity we have average velocity over 5 seconds
which seems to be already too much averaged and we may loose some important data. The
39
corresponding probability densities can be seen in Fig. 2.27.
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Figure 2.27.: Probability densities from I-80 data set of projection of ai = f(vi, hi,∆vi) to
planes containing velocity with 5 s time averaging and larger bins for velocity as in Fig. 2.22.
From Fig. 2.22 we can see that probability density functions p(g,∆v) and p(g, a) (Figs. 2.22c,
2.22d and 2.22e, 2.22f) has similar shape and differences are more obvious for small ∆v. The
similar situation we can see in Fig. 2.27 with probability density functions p(v,∆v) and p(v, a)
(Figs. 2.27c, 2.27d and 2.27e, 2.27f). This indicates, that velocity difference ∆v is the main
cause for acceleration, but of course as we can see from Figs. 2.22i and 2.22i not only one. So
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clearly for any realistic microscopic dynamical traffic model acceleration should also depend
on velocity difference ∆v.













































































































Figure 2.28.: Vector field data of projection of ai = f(vi, hi,∆vi) to all 6 planes from I-80 data
set. For plots containing acceleration vector length is scaled by 1/3.
The other option of analyzing projections to the planes is to look at vector field data (tail of
vector represent point at time moment t and head represents point at time moment t+∆t, where
∆t should be small, but as we already averaged our data points over 1 s, clearly optimal value
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is ∆t = 1 s. As there are too many of those vectors they of course should be averaged over
whole data set. The results of vector field diagrams of projections to all six planes can be seen
in Fig. 2.28.
The good thing is that we do not see any clear artifacts as we saw in Fig. 2.21. This is
because of average over whole data set was preformed and in this case regions with constant
velocities can influence only vector length not direction which is difficult to recognize in vector
field plots. Over all vector field plots seems to be more useful and more trustful for construction
a microscopic dynamical traffic model.
From Figs. 2.28c, 2.28d and 2.28e (note that vectors length are scaled with scale 1/3) we see
that drivers in the cars do not like to accelerate or decelerate for long time and tries to change
other parameters to drive with constant speeds (average driver is not aggressive one). From
Figs. 2.28d and 2.28f we see that also vector fields as probability densities (see Fig. 2.27) for
velocity - acceleration and velocity - velocity difference plots are quit similar. However vector
fields for lead gap - acceleration and lead gap - velocity difference (see Figs. 2.28c and 2.28b)
are completely different. Vector fields of lead gap - acceleration plot has a fix-point (h ≈ 8 m;
∆v = 0 m/s) and in general it looks like vector field of phase diagram of some stochastically
driven 1D unharmonic oscillator with damping. For other plots it is difficult to say weather they
have one fix-point or line segment. For lead gap - velocity plots it looks more like line segment
(depending on density and other conditions position of fix-plot changes). Over all it seems that
most useful for model building are lead gap - velocity, lead gap - velocity difference, velocity




Microscopic traffic models try to simulate interaction between individual vehicles. Generally
all these models can be divided into 3 groups:
• Car following models (with and without lane changing)
• Cellular automata models (as example see [21])
• Master equations models (as example see [19]).
Car following models (sometimes also called follow-the-leader models) assume that acceler-
ation (for kinematic models velocity) of a driver-vehicle i is given by neighboring vehicles. The
main influence comes from the leading vehicle (next vehicle i + 1 ahead). If model describes
more than one lane highway also algorithm for lane changing has to be provided. Usually lane
changing are approximated to take into account only lateral movement between neighboring
lanes and drivers change lanes when they need to overtake a solver moving car or because need
to take an offramp. When the driver has decided to change lanes he checks weather the gap
between cars in the lane he wants to change is large enough. If gap is large enough he changes
lanes [13]. As acceptable gap for lane changing varies a lot from driver to driver, the determin-
istic approach is bad approximation. So in further parts we will analyze only single lane traffic
models.
Car following models further can be divided into deterministic and stochastic models, with
time delay and without time delay models, dynamic and kinematic models. Stochastic models
introduce noise into system. Models with time delay take into account reaction time τr which
for models with time delay typically has values in range τr = 0.3 . . . 2 s and for models without
time delay τr = 0. Generally for deterministic dynamical model equation of motion for point
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= f (gi(t), vi(t),∆vi(t), . . . )
dxi(t+ τr)
dt
= vi(t+ τr) ,
(3.1)
where xi is position of i-th car on the road, vi is velocity of i-th car, ai is acceleration of i-th
car, f is some function, gi = xi+1 − xi is lead gap (distance between this car and leading car ),
∆vi = vi+1 − vi is velocity difference between this car and leading car. For kinematic model
we can write similar equation
vi(t+ τr) = f1 (gi(t), vi(t),∆vi(t), . . . )
dxi(t+ τr)
dt
= vi(t+ τr) .
(3.2)
Also second equation of Eq. (3.2) can be discretized, so actually no differential equations have
to be solved (for example Gipps’ model [8]). For physicist, however, dynamical approach seems
to be more interesting. Dynamical approach allows to better control values of acceleration and
by expanding Eq. (3.2) in Taylor series up to first order any kinematic model can be transformed
into dynamical one.
3.2. History of car following models
The very early car following models were proposed by engineer Reuschel [24] in 1950 and
physicist Pipes [23] in 1953. These models currently are known as “two second rule” ( to avoid
accident drivers should drive such that time headway is at lest 2 seconds) thought in driving
schools.








where T is a relaxation parameter. Clearly Eq. (3.3) describes only stable system. To produce
some instabilities Chandler et al. in 1958 proposed to include explicit reaction time τr ≈ 1.3 s








It can be shown numerically that for τr/T > 0.55 variations of individual velocity densities will
be amplified, which leads to stop-and-go traffics and accidents. However, Eq. (3.4) still does
not depends on distance between vehicles. To fix this problem in 1959 Gazis et al. modified







where λ is control parameter and T (gi) = 1λgi. In 1961 Gazis et al. generalized model even







where λ, l, m are model parameters and may be non-integer numbers. Clearly parameters l, m
has no physical meaning and also λ has some crazy dimension.
In the next years many other multi-parameter models were created. In these models most of
parameters where introduced just for larger shape control of function with no physical meaning.
Situation quite changed in 1994 when Bando et al. published optimal velocity model (OVM)
[3] (see Sec. 3.3). The difference to other models is that it is a very simple model, but still shows
phase transitions. It has small number of parameters, which all has physical meaning, and there
is no time delay. But for actual traffic simulations OVM is not really suitable because it gives
higher values of acceleration and deceleration then observed in real traffic.
One improvement of OVM which try to model more precisely what drivers do and gives more




















with optimal gap function which depends on velocity and velocity difference






where parameters amax is maximal acceleration, acomf is comfortable deceleration, vmax is
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maximal velocity, Ti = givi is safe clearance time, gmin is minimal gap between cars and δ is
acceleration exponent. For δ = 1 cars accelerate with exponential in time acceleration and for
δ →∞ with constant acceleration. Typically value δ = 4 is used. The acceleration of vehicle i














afreei describes acceleration tendency on free road, and a
int
i deceleration due to interaction with
leader car. But unfortunately it is hard to analyze Eq. (3.7). We have really complex expressions
even for steady state velocity.
3.3. Optimal velocity model
The optimal velocity model by Bando et al. [3] was first proposed in 1994. It assumes that











where Vopt(gi) is optimal velocity function and τ is relaxation time. As this model originally is
constructed for point like cars, then in origin version instead of lead gap gi space headway was
used hi = ∆xi = xi+1 − xi. So in further analysis it will be assumed, that cars are point like
and instead of gi quantity ∆xi will be used.
Historically the optimal velocity model by Bando et al. is based on kinematic time delay
optimal velocity model proposed by Newell [22] in 1961:
vi(t) = f(xi+1(t− τr)− xi(t− τr)) . (3.11)
One can show that by expanding Eq. (3.11) in Taylor series and setting time-step ∆t = τr we
arrive to Eq. (3.10).
Originally as optimal velocity function [3]
Vopt (∆x) = tanh (∆x− 2) + tanh(2) , (3.12)
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were introduced, but in general any sigmoid optimal velocity function can be used. Nowadays
many different formulations of optimal velocity function are available. One of the simplest is
optimal velocity function proposed by Mahnke et al. [20]:




where D is interaction distance and vmax is maximal speed which car can reach.
If we introduce dimensionless variables x̃i = xiD , ṽi =
vi
vmax
, t̃ = t
τ
, L̃ = L
D
, α = D
vmaxτ
, then















For dimensionless form of Eq. (3.10) we have only 3 independent control parameters: α and
from boundary and initial conditions dimensionless track length L̃ and number of cars on track
N .
3.4. Improvement of optimal velocity model
The optimal velocity model by Bando et al. is very simple model and in the same time it shows

















Figure 3.1.: Fundamental diagram for OVM by Bando et al. calculated using Eq. (3.14) with
α = 1.1, ρ̃ = N
L̃
, j̃ = ρ̃ 〈ṽ〉, where 〈ṽ〉 is space mean dimensionless velocity. Red - line show
homogeneous solution, green and blue lines are simulation results with 60 and 120 cars on
circular road, pink line is linear fit and should correspond to limit case N, L̃→∞.
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The problem is that in OVM there is no explicit velocity dependence, however, empirical
field and vector field data (see Sec. 2.6) suggest for that. Also OVM model is not collision-free
(see Sec. 3.6). For α < 0.9 it is not possible to carry out any simulations due to accidents (fast
moving cars brake too slow and crash into slow moving cars). Fully collision free starting from
reasonable initial conditions model becomes only for α > 1.172. This limits choice of α to




≈ 1.299). But for these value of α acceleration and declaration values are
much larger then observed in real traffic.
These problems have been noticed already earlier and couple of models which reduces these







(Vopt(∆xi)− vi) + λH(−∆vi)∆vi , (3.15)
where λ is a constant and H(x) is Heaviside step function. GFM only for negative velocity
differences adds extra term to OVM which linearly depends on velocity differences. In 2001
Wu et al. suggested that also positive velocity difference motives following car to accelerate






(Vopt(∆xi)− vi) + λ∆vi . (3.16)
They made also further generalization and replaced constant λ with step functions
λ =
a if∆xi ≤ ∆xc,b if∆xi > ∆xc, (3.17)
where a, b , ∆xc are constants. Generally even with a = b FVDM gives better agreement with
empirical field data than GFM [28].
Here we are going one step further and replace λ with continuous function of ∆xi. The















where β = τλ is constant and f(∆x̃i) is dimensionless function depending only on ∆x̃i. For
situation when leading car is very far away (diver of the following car do not see leader car)
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there should be no dependence on velocity difference. So function f(∆x̃i) should have property
lim∆x̃i→∞ f(∆x̃i) = 0. On the other hand for small distances to avoid collisions velocity
difference has to be very important. One of function which has these properties is reverse





the reasonable choice for f(∆x̃i) seems to be










































Our model in dimensionless form depends only on 4 parameters α, β and from initial and
boundary condition N , L̃. This is one more then for OVM, but our model contains explicit
dependence on velocity difference. As we can see that this is generalization of OVM , because
by setting β = 0 we have OVM.
3.5. Linear stability analysis













Eq. (3.22) has homogeneous solution (x̃hi (t̃), ṽ
h
i (t̃))
x̃hi (t̃) = x0 + i · b̃+ Vopt(b̃)t̃
ṽhi (t̃) = Vopt(b̃) ,
(3.23)
where b̃ = L̃/N is distance between cars and x0 is position of first car at t = 0.




















Lets assume that small perturbation (ξ̃(t̃), η̃(t̃)) is added to homogeneous solution Eq. (3.23)
x̃hi (t̃) = x0 + i · b̃+ Vopt(b̃)t̃+ ξ̃(t̃)
ṽhi (t̃) = Vopt(b̃) + η̃(t̃) .
(3.25)















Using vector notations ξ̃ =
(
ξ̃1, ξ̃2, · · · , ξ̃N
)T
, η̃ = (η̃1, η̃2, · · · , η̃N)T Eq. (3.26) can be














where I is N ×N identity matrix andA andB are following N ×N matrices
A =

−V ′opt(b̃) V ′opt(b̃) 0 . . . 0
0 −V ′opt(b̃) V ′opt(b̃)
. . . ...
... . . . . . . . . . 0
0
. . . 0 −V ′opt(b̃) V ′opt(b̃)





−1− βf(b̃) βf(b̃) 0 . . . 0
0 −1− βf(b̃)(b̃) βf(b̃) . . . ...
... . . . . . . . . . 0
0
. . . 0 −1− βf(b̃) βf(b̃)
βf(b̃) 0 . . . 0 −1− βf(b̃)

. (3.29)
The conditions for eigenvalues λ of Eq. (3.27) reads as det (M − λI) = 0, which simplifies
to
det (M − λI) = det
−λI 1αI
A B − λI




= det (C) , (3.30)
where C is N ×N matrix
C =

c −d 0 . . . 0
0 c −d . . . ...
... . . . . . . . . . 0
0
. . . 0 c −d
−d 0 . . . 0 c

, (3.31)
with c = λ2 + λ + λβf(b̃) + 1
α
V ′opt(b̃) and d = λβf(b̃) +
1
α
V ′opt(b̃). Note that in derivation of
Eq. (3.30) N ×N block matrix property
if AB = BA ⇒ det
A B
C D
 = det (DA−CB) (3.32)
was used. The determinant of matrix C can be simply calculated recursively using Laplace’s
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formula which leads to result
det (C) = cN − dN = 0. (3.33)
So equation for eigenvalue reads as


















where m is an integer m ∈ [1;N ]. By splitting λ in real µ and imaginary ω parts λ = µ + iω,
inserting into Eq. (3.34) and separating real and imaginary parts, one obtains






































The homogeneous solutions is unstable when µ > 0. To find bifurcation point we have to set


























By inserting Eq. (3.37) into Eq. (3.36) we finally obtain stability criteria for m-th mode
1
α







1 + cos 2πm
N
. (3.38)
The homogeneous solution is unstable when it is unstable at least for one value of m, and as
homogeneous solution becomes first unstable for m = 1
1
α




















+ αβf(b̃) . (3.40)
When β = 0, Eq. (3.40) is consistent with results for OVM by Bando et al. [4]. When
f(b̃) = 1, Eq. (3.40) is consistent with results for FVDM by Yu et al. [28].
By inserting in Eq. (3.40) functions of our model Vopt(b̃) = b̃
2
1+b̃2
, f(b̃) = 1
1+b̃2
, we obtain that
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1 + b̃2 + 2β
) > α . (3.41)






















Figure 3.2.: Stability of the homogeneous solution for our model. Under the curve homoge-
neous solution is unstable.









β2 + 8β + 4− β − 1 , (3.42)
So for α > F (b̃max, β) homogeneous solution is stable for all values b̃ and for α < F (b̃max, β)
there exist range of b̃ where homogeneous solution is unstable (see Fig. 3.3).
As we can see from Fig. 3.3, by increasing value of β we reduce maximal value of α for
which homogeneous solution is unstable. This seems to make this model less attractive than
OVM, but we also lover minimal value of α for which model starting from reasonable initial
conditions is collision-free (see Sec. 3.6) and we can make simulations.
3.6. Collision test
As mentioned before OVM is not collision free one. For α < 0.9 it is not possible to make
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β
Figure 3.3.: Stability of the homogeneous solution for our model. For parameter values α ,
β which lie nuder the curve there exist critical density when homogeneous solution becomes
unstable.
crash into slowly moving leader car. This happens because cars start to break too late or brake
with too small deceleration. As OVM is special case of our model, clearly our model has the
same problems. Such collisions should not happen in good model, so it is necessary to find out
parameter range for which model is free of collisions.
The good test for this is vehicle and wall (standing leader vehicle). For wall located at x = 0
















To exclude collisions starting from initial conditions x̃(t̃ = 0) = x̃s, ṽ(t̃ = 0) = 0 the solution
of Eq. (3.43) should be bounded only to negative values of x̃ (limt→∞ x̃(t̃) < 0) for any value
of x̃s < 0. Unfortunately it is not possible to solve Eq. (3.43) analytically and it has to be
solved numerically. For numerical investigation we chose xc = −1000 and as indicator whether
collision happened sign of x̃(t̃ = 100000) was used (collision happened if x̃(t̃ = 100000) > 0).
Numerical results can bee seen in Fig. 3.4. From collision test we see that for reasonable value
of β > 0 we actually have larger range for α then for OVM for which model is collision free















Figure 3.4.: Numerical results of vehicle and wall test. Blue line represents minimal value of
α depending on value of β for which vehicle did not crash into the wall (Eq. (3.43)). Green
line shows maximal value of α depending on value of of β for which we can still observe phase
transitions. Red area represents parameter range for which model is collision free and we can
observe phase transitions.
3.7. Fundamental diagrams
To plot fundamental diagram of our model we have to find steady states solutions of Eq. (3.20)









But for N > 2 it is not possible to solve this problem analytically so we have to solve it
numerically. The simplest way is to search for long time solutions of Eq. (3.20) starting with
some initial conditions. The numerical solutions with Runge-Kutta 4-th order method for fixed
N and different values of L̃ with parameter values α = 0.5 and β = 0.8 can be seen in Fig. 3.5.
Fundamental diagram of our model (see Fig. 3.5) shows hysteresis. Starting from point S
(ρ̃S = 0) and increasing density, flux increases and homogeneous solution is stable. At point B
homogeneous solution becomes unstable and long time solution is heterogeneous solution with
one cluster. By further increasing density, flux decreases linearly until point D is reached. At



















Figure 3.5.: Fundamental diagram of our model with α = 0.5 and β = 0.8. Density was
changed by changing L̃ and keeping N constant. Dotted black line represents homogeneous
solution, solid red line represents results for simulation with 60 cars, solid green line repre-
sents results for simulation with 120 cars, dashed blue line is linear fit and should represent















Figure 3.6.: Fundamental diagram of our model with N = 60 for different parameter values α
and β. Density was changed by changing L̃ and keeping N constant.
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neous solution. Starting from point F and decreasing density, flux increases and homogeneous
solution is stable. At point C homogeneous solution becomes unstable and we observe tran-
sition to heterogeneous solution with one cluster. At point A heterogeneous solution becomes
unstable and we observe transition back to homogeneous solution. Note that if point D is fur-
ther then F (ρ̃F < ρ̃D like in Fig. 3.6) we have reverse λ-shaped fundamental diagram which is
observed empirical traffic data (see Sec. 2.5.3).
From Fig. 3.5 we see that position of points A, B, C, D depends on N . This is due to finite
size effect (only integer numbers of cars can be in the cluster). For limit case N, L̃ → ∞
positions of points A and D can be found from linear linear fit (dashed blue line in Fig. 3.5) and
points B and C are solutions of Eq. (3.41). Note that also for finite N position of points B and
C well match with results obtained from Eq. (3.39)).
By changing parameter values of α and β fundamental diagram slightly changes (see Fig. 3.6),



























Figure 3.7.: Fundamental diagram of our model with parameter values α = 0.50, β = 0.70 and
α = 0.50, β = 0.80 for limit case N, L̃→∞.
If we now compare fundamental diagrams for limit case N, L̃ → ∞ (Fig. 3.7) with results
from NGSIM I-80 data set (Fig. 2.20) we see that they are quite similar. The parts between
points S and A, A and B (for point names see Fig. 3.5) for I-80 data set seems to be more
linear then for our model. And part between points A and B where homogeneous solution is
still stable is larger for I-80 data set.
3.8. Field data
When long-time solution of our model is homogeneous one, then g̃ = b̃, ṽ = Ṽoptb̃, ∆ṽ = 0,
ã = 0 and this gives only one point in field data plots. When long-time solution is heterogeneous
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Figure 3.8.: Field data of our model with α = 0.5, β = 0.7 (red line) comparison with OVM
with α = 0.94 (green line) for ρ̃ = 2.
As we can form Fig. 3.8 our model for β > 0 produces more asymmetrical field data than
OVM. If we now compare with field data (Fig. 2.21) and vector data (Fig. 2.28) of I-80 data
set we see notable differences. The reason for that are both the model itself and the simplified
traffic situation. The differences could be reduced by adding stochasticity to our model which
as we can see from I-80 data sets plays large role, however, it is quit difficult, because due to
lane changes it is not just withe noise.
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4. The model of Martin Hilliges and
Wolfgang Weidlich
4.1. Introduction
Usually microscopic models give better agreement with empirical data than fluid dynamical
models [27], because they better describe forward oriented property of traffic. Forward oriented
here imply that model must be asymmetrical and third law of Newton is invalid. As it is quite
difficult to build in asymmetry in fluid dynamical models mostly all fluid dynamical models are
symmetric (third law of Newton is valid).
One interesting asymmetric fluid dynamical model is that by Martin Hilliges and Wolfgang
Weidlich from University of Stuttgart published in 1995 [14]. This model uses forward oriented
flux definition and the velocity relaxation as microscopic optimal velocity model. The disad-
vantage is that this is quasi-discrete model (all road segment is divided into cells and in each
cell density and velocity is constant).
Also it was already published in 1995, since then this model was not analyzed in details and
original paper uses only very simple, unrealistic optimal velocity functions and does not provide
any analysis of stationary moving profiles. Due to this reasons it was decided to revisit model
by Martin Hilliges and Wolfgang Weidlich. For model analysis periodic boundary conditions
and optimal velocity function proposed by Mahnke et al. [20] was chosen. The main analysis
was concentrated on traffic jam formation and shape.
4.2. Model formulation
Consider a road segment with length L, which is divided it into N cells with size ∆x such that











Figure 4.1.: Road segment with length L divided into cells with length ∆x
Density in cell i can change only because of inflow from cell i− 1 and outflow to cell i+ 1.
As traffic is forward oriented inflow flux from cell i− 1 to cell i is defined as jini = ρi−1vi and
outflow flux from cell i to cell i+1 is jouti = ρivi+1. Note that this differs from usual inflow and
outflow flux definitions and clearly shows forward oriented thinking of drivers, but of course




∆x = jini − jouti = ρi−1vi − ρivi+1 . (4.1)
If we expand density and velocity in Taylor series up to second order at i cell





































As Eq. (4.3) contains only quantities which can be determined in cell i we can directly write



















But we still need equation for velocity. For velocity the same relaxation ansatz as for optimal














is material derivative and Vopt is optimal velocity function.
We can finally write continuous form of vehicular traffic model by Hilliges and Weidlich as


























(Vopt (ρ)− v) .
(4.6)









































(Vopt (ρi)− vi) ,
(4.8)
which have slightly different equation for density.
To compare results with microscopic models (see Chap. 3) for further investigate periodic






By introducing dimensionless variables x̃ = x
D
, t̃ = t
τ
, ρ̃ = ρD, ṽ = v
vmax





, α = D
τvmax




































for which we have only thee control parameters α, ∆x̃, N .
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4.3. Stability analysis
To see whether Eq. (4.10) can describe cluster formations on the road we have to check whether
in some parameter range ∆x̃ and α there is some critical ρ̃crit density at which homogeneous
solution ρ̃(x̃, t̃) = ρ̃h and ṽ(x̃, t̃) = ṽh becomes unstable. To find out this at least linear stability
analysis of Eq. (4.10) has to be preformed.










































Lets consider trajectory in neighborhood of stationary solution (ρ̃h ; ṽh)
ρ̃(x̃, t̃) = ρ̃h + η̃(x̃, t̃)
ṽ(x̃, t̃) = ṽh + ζ̃(x̃, t̃) ,
(4.12)
where η̃(x̃, t̃) and ζ̃(x̃, t̃) are small space time dependent perturbations.










































Using the notation Ψ = (η̃ ; ζ̃)T one can write Eq. (4.13) in concise form
∂
∂t
Ψ = L̂ ·Ψ , (4.14)



















2 −1− 1α ṽh∂x
 . (4.15)
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Plane wave ansatz for perturbations
η̃(x̃, t̃) = η̃0 · eikx̃ · eλt̃
ζ̃(x̃, t̃) = ζ̃0 · eikx̃ · eλt̃
(4.16)
solves Eq (4.14) with values of k which satisfy boundary conditions. Inserting Eq. (4.16) into


















2 −1− ik 1α ṽh
 . (4.17)
The condition for eigenvalues λ of Eq. (4.14) reads as det





























= 0 . (4.18)
























here for square root of complex number (
√







x2 + y2 + x+ i sgn(y)
√√
x2 + y2 − x
]
. (4.20)
Stationary homogeneous solution is unstable if <λ± > 0. Clearly due to definition of prin-
cipal value of square root of complex number, <λ+ < 0 (λ+ is solution with + sign) and we
have to analyze only λ−(k). Since Eq. (4.19) is 4-th order equation for k, <λ−(k) = 0 can have
maximal 4 different roots, but as <λ−(k) = <λ−(−k), k = 0 is root of oder two and we can
have maximum 3 different roots k1,2 = 0, k3,4 = ±k0. One can easy show, that
lim
k→0
<λ−(k) = 0 ; lim
k→±∞
<λ−(k) < 0 , (4.21)
from which follows that roots k3,4 6= 0 only exist if <λ(k = ε) > 0, where |ε| → 0. So
to understand whether homogeneous solution is stable it is enough to expand λ−(k) in Taylor
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series around k = 0 up to first nonzero term for real part.








































> 0 , (4.23)
which by inserting ṽh = 1ρ̃2h+1 (see Sec. 4.4.1) simplifies to
α∆x̃ <
8ρ̃4h




For simpler analysis lets define function
F (ρ̃2h) :=
8ρ̃4h







F (ρ̃2h) = 0 (4.26)






























)2 ≈ 0.52371. (4.27)
So for α∆x̃ > F (ρ̃2cr) ≈ 0.52371 stationary homogeneous solution is stable and for α∆x̃ <
F (ρ̃2cr) there is density range for which homogeneous solution is unstable (see Fig. 4.2).









So sign of derivative of imaginary part of λ−(k) determines propagation direction of perturba-
tion. If Im dλ
−(k)
dk



















Figure 4.2.: Stability of stationary homogeneous solution. Filled region represents region
where stationary homogeneous solution is unstable. Green means that perturbation propagates
in the same direction as cars and reds means that perturbation propagates in opposite direction.








> 0 , (4.29)
which by inserting ṽh = 1ρ̃2h+1 (see Sec. 4.4.1) simplifies to
ρ̃h > 1 . (4.30)
Now we can summarize that for α∆x̃ ∈ (F (ρ̃2cr) ≈ 0.52371;∞) stationary homogeneous
solution is stable, for α∆x̃ ∈ (0.5;F (ρ̃2cr) ≈ 0.52371) stationary homogeneous solution is
unstable and perturbations can propagate in opposite direction to direction of cars and for
α∆x̃ ∈ (0; 0.5) stationary homogeneous solution is unstable and perturbations can propagate
in both directions depending on whether ρ̃h > 1. As we can see by choosing parameter ∆x we
can adjust whether model describes only homogeneous flow or congested flow where perturba-
tions propagate only in direction opposite to direction of cars or we have congested flow where
for small densities (ρ̃h < 1) congestions propagate in the same direction as cars and for large
(ρ̃h > 1) densities in opposite direction.
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4.4. Stationary solution
















































+ C , (4.32)
where C is integration constant. As for homogeneous flow (see Sec. 4.4.1)































































Unfortunately it is not possible in general case to solve Eq. (4.35) analytically. One can
solve analytically only for homogeneous velocity and density profiles and for case ∆x̃ = 0
(see Sec. A.1.1 in Appendix). However, as lim
∆x̃→0+
and case ∆x̃ = 0 gives different results
(for ∆x̃ = 0 one of two homogeneous solutions (with lower density) is always stable, where
for lim
∆x̃→0+
both homogeneous solutions are always unstable) it does not really tell much about
systems properties.
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It is possible to solve Eq. (4.35) numerically, however with periodical boundary conditions
only homogeneous solution have some physical meaning.
4.4.1. Homogeneous solution















which has two solutions
f





ṽ = 1− ṽh
, (4.37)
where ṽh = 1ρ̃2+1 .
4.5. Stationary moving profiles
As in traffic congestions moves, we are actually interested in stationary moving profiles (sta-
tionary solutions in some moving reference frame). To find stationary moving profiles which
moves with group velocity ṽg, we have to write equations in coordinate system which moves
with speed ṽg. Space coordinate ξ̃ in this coordinate system now is ξ̃ = x̃− 1α ṽg t̃. The Eq. (4.10)


















































= 0 . (4.39)
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where Cg is integration constant which physical meaning is flux in this moving reference frame
and Cg = ρ̃h(ṽh − ṽg) = C − ρ̃hṽg and now −ρ̃hṽg ≤ Cg ≤ 0.5 − ρ̃hṽg and physical solution
requires 0 ≤ Cg ≤ 0.5− ρ̃hṽg (see Sec. 4.5.1) .
4.5.1. Homogeneous solutions
In this case homogeneous solutions solutions can be found by solving














then Eq. (4.41) can be written as






The Eq. (4.43) can be simply solved graphically and example with Cg = 0.4 and ṽg = −0.03
can be found in Fig. 4.3 where the solutions are intersection points. Note that for negative values
of ṽg Cg can be larger than 0.5. In general, as we can see from Fig. 4.3, for positive values of
ṽg we can have up to 2 solutions, and for negative ṽg up to 3 solutions. Lets look to situation
when ρ̃h = 1.4 and ṽg = −0.079. This case corresponds to C ≈ 0.473 with Cg ≈ 0.584.
Graphical solutions of Eq. (4.43) can be seen in Fig. 4.4. As we can see in Fig. 4.4 we have
3 solutions ρ̃ ≈ {ρ̃h = 1.4, 1.075, 4.80}. We also see that ρ̃ = ρ̃h still is solution of stationary
problem in moving reference frame and it can be showed that this is valid for every velocity
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Figure 4.4.: Graphical solution of Eq. (4.43) for C ≈ 0.473 and ṽg = −0.079. Solutions are at
crossings of lines.
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for which small perturbations propagate actually with positive value of ṽg. However numerical
simulations (see Sec. 4.6) shows that large perturbations also for ρ̃ < 1 propagate with negative
speed. This shows that linear perturbation analysis is insufficient. The other physical condition
which have to be satisfied is that ṽh > ṽg, because traffic is forward orientated and congestion
can not propagate with larger speed than cars are driving with. Mathematically this is equivalent
to
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v~g
Figure 4.5.: Valid solution of Eq. (4.43) as function of ṽg for C ≈ 0.473. Red line shows
stationary homogeneous solution, green line shows solutions for which small and large per-
turbations propagate both with either positive or negative speeds. Blue line show solution for
which small perturbations propagate with positive speed and large perturbations with negative.
Note that Eq. (4.44) requires that for stationary homogeneous solution ṽg < 0.6622.
Valid solutions can bee seen in Fig. 4.5. We see that for negative value of ṽg we have 3 solu-
tions and for positive value of ṽg up to 2 solutions.This suggest that for negative values of vg we
can observe wide traffic jams or if initial density is too low narrow traffic jams and for positive
value of ṽg we can observe only narrow traffic jams. To observe wide traffic jams (see Fig. 4.8)
we need two non-stationary homogeneous solutions: one with larger density than homogeneous
stationary solution and one with smaller density than stationary homogeneous solution. To ob-
serve narrow traffic jams (see Fig. 4.7) we need one stationary non-homogeneous solution with




As for stationary profiles also for stationary moving profiles in general case it is not possible to
solve Eq. (4.40) analytically. Analytically one is able to find to solve only for case with ∆x̃ = 0
(see Sec. A.1.2 in Appendix). However, as we saw already for stationary solutions, lim
∆x̃→0+
and
case ∆x̃ = 0 gives different results and not much useful information can be extracted from case
∆x̃ = 0.
The only option is to try to solve Eq. (4.40) numerically. But unfortunately currently we
are still unsuccessful with this task. Neither shooting or Newton’s method (see Sec. A.1.3 in
Appendix) works. Newton’s method does not work even when for initial conditions long time
solution with approximate value of ṽg (see Sec. 4.6) are used. The problem is that Eq. (4.40) is
really sensitive to parameter ṽg and it has to be determined with higher than double precision
and small deviations immediately lead to unphysical solutions for which in some interval (ṽ < 0
or ṽ > 1 or ρ̃ < 0).
4.6. Numerical simulations
Eq. (4.10) can not be solved analytically, so it has to be solved numerically. As in each cell
density and velocity is constant and cells has the same size, it was decided to use finite difference






















ṽi+1 − 2ṽi + ṽi−1
h̃2
(4.46)
and as in each cell velocity and density is constant, obviously space discretization step has to
be h̃ = ∆x̃. Note that only if h̃ = ∆x̃ Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) give the same results and if this
condition is not satisfied then simulations of Eq. (4.7) shows that there is no stable long time
solution with only positive values of density and velocity. For circular road segment (periodic
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where i = 2, 3, . . . , N − 1.


































































Figure 4.6.: Solution of Eq. (4.10) with α = 4.0, L̃ = 20, ∆x̃ = 0.1 starting with homogeneous
solution ρ̃(x̃, t̃ = 0) = ρ̃h = 1.4, ṽ(x̃, t̃ = 0) = ṽh = 11+ρ̃2h .








dx̃ ρ̃(x̃, t̃ = 0) (4.48)
and with parameter values of α and ∆x̃, such that Eq. (4.24) is satisfied, shows that homo-
geneous flow solution is unstable and clusters are formed (see Fig. 4.6). Note that even by
choosing ρ̃(x̃, t̃ = 0) = ρ̃h and ṽ(x̃, t̃ = 0) = ṽh (as in Fig. 4.6) roundoff errors will
create small perturbations and after some time clusters will be formed. This process can
be accelerated by adding small perturbation already in velocity profile in initial conditions
ṽ(x̃, t̃ = 0) = ṽh + ε(x̃), where ε(x̃) is small perturbation. Fig. 4.6 shows that at the be-
ginning one cluster is created which then splits into several narrow clusters. The number of
these narrow clusters is proportional to length L̃ of circular road. These clusters have different
peak value of density and thats why they propagate with different speeds and collide. After col-
lision of two clusters one cluster with higher peak value of density than any of colliding clusters
and one or several clusters with smaller peak value of density than any of colliding clusters are
created. These clusters with small peak value of density are fast absorbed by clusters with much
higher peak value of density. When conditions are such that wide traffic jams can not appear
(ṽg > 0 or α∆x̃ < 0.32 or initial density is not high enough to have wide traffic jams) clusters

























Figure 4.7.: Long time solution of Eq. (4.10) with α = 3.2, L̃ = 20, ∆x̃ = 0.1 starting with
homogeneous density profile ρ̃(x̃, t̃ = 0) = ρ̃h = 1.4. We can see that in this case long time
solution is one narrow jam (cluster).
When conditions are such that wide traffic jams appears then after narrow cluster collisions
two or more wide clusters appears. All wide clusters have the same maximum and almost the
same propagation speed. So it takes months long simulations ( Intel Core 2 Quad processor
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Figure 4.8.: Long time solution of Eq. (4.10) with α = 4, L̃ = 20, ∆x̃ = 0.1 starting with
homogeneous density profile ρ̃(x̃, t̃ = 0) = ρ̃h = 1.4 (the same initial conditions and parameter
values as for Fig. 4.6). The time is computational time needed on Intel Core 2 Quad processor
Q9300 (2.50 Ghz). We see that solution with two wide jams are quasi stationary and it would



































Figure 4.9.: Clusters moving in the opposite direction to moving direction of cars. (Cars drive
such that x̃ increases.)
Generally as we already know Eq. (4.10) describes 2 types of clusters, those which are mov-
ing in the opposite direction to moving direction of cars (negative value of ṽg see Fig. 4.9) and
in the same direction (positive value of ṽg see Fig. 4.10). In general if we start with initial con-
dition which correspond to ρ̃h < 1 we always end with clusters with positive value of ṽg. This
well much with the results from linear perturbation analysis. But if we start with initial condi-
tion which correspond to ρ̃h > 1, situation is more complicated. For α∆x̃ > 0.32 we always
have clusters with negative value of ṽg. For α∆x̃ < 0.30 as long time solution we always have
clusters with positive value of ṽg. Generally by increasing value of α∆x̃ we reduce value of
ṽg. For 0.32 < α∆x̃ < 0.30 sign of ṽg depends on density and clusters are moving really slow.































Figure 4.10.: Clusters moving in the same direction as cars. (Cars drive such that x̃ increases.)
large and small peak densities moves in opposite direction. This of course shows that linear
perturbation analysis is insufficient.
The shapes of profiles (when there are only narrow clusters) with positive and negative value
of ṽg (see Figs. 4.9 and 4.10) are quite similar. These profiles we can describe with peak value of
cluster density ρ̃paek and homogeneous density outside cluster ρ̃free. The value of ρ̃free actually
well much with smallest value non-stationary homogeneous solutions of Eq. (4.43) (blue and
green lines in Fig. 4.5). As for negative value of ṽg there are 2 non-stationary homogeneous
solutions solutions of Eq. (4.43), the second solution match to ρ̃paek if initial density is high
enough to observe wide jams.
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5. Summary
This thesis is divided into three parts.
First part (Chap. 2) is about empirical (experimental) data analysis obtained from video
recordings. The aim is to prepare empirical data (fundamental diagrams, field data, vector field
data) for comparison with theoretical models. First we try to get general information about
traffic flow and rough data quality from all available highway data sets. Based on information
obtained from vehicle trajectory plots and space-time plots as well as number of vehicle trajec-
tories contained in data sets it was decided for further analysis to use only 3 subsets of I-80 data
set. As a rough analysis of video and trajectory data files of I-80 data showed that data contains
errors, it was attempted to correct all errors which are possible to correct (errors for velocity and
acceleration and lane changing errors). After error correction fundamental diagrams, field and
vector field data was plotted. Fundamental diagrams show large lane changing influence and are
reverse λ-shaped. The field and vector field data show large impact of the velocity difference to
the car in front. Unfortunately field data contains artifacts (cars like to drive with velocity which
is almost precisely 5, 10, 15, 20,. . . in feet/s more than with the values between these velocities
independent of time and position). Analysis shows that these artifacts have to be produced with
video post-processing software NG-VIDEO and probably are caused by the fact that ranges of
cameras do not overlap. As almost every car has these artifacts, we must assume that errors for
velocity is at least 2.5 feet/s. This unfortunately do not allow to do any further analysis for noise
and raise question about quality of data.
Second part (Chap. 3) is about building a microscopic traffic model based on optimal veloc-
ity model and analysis of empirical traffic data. Here we try to improve optimal velocity model
by Bando et al. by adding explicit velocity difference to the vehicle in front dependence. Con-
struction is partly based on results of empirical data analysis and improvements proposed before
[12, 15]. For improved model linear stability analysis, vehicle and wall (standing vehicle) colli-
sion test and time series simulations are preformed. The improved model shows better match to
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fundamental diagrams from empirical data, smaller values of acceleration and deceleration, the
values for deceleration are larger then for acceleration, faster convergence to long-time solution
then optimal velocity model. However, when we compare results with field data and vector field
data with empirical data we see clear differences. The reason for that are both the model itself
and the simplified traffic situation. To reduce these differences the next step would be to add
stochasticity to the model.
Third part (Chap. 4) is an analysis of fluid dynamical model by Martin Hilliges and Wolfgang
Weidlich. The analysis is mainly focused on traffic jam formation and shape. For this model
linear stability and dispersion analysis as well as time series simulations are preformed. The
long-time solution for this model are wide and narrow (can be interpreted as traffic jam with
only two cars in it) traffic jams. The difference to the microscopic model is that narrow traffic
jams can propagate in the same direction as cars are driving or in opposite direction (usual
propagation direction of jams). But this can be controlled by model parameter ∆x. By choosing
α∆x > 0.5 jams can propagate only in usual direction. Unfortunately we are currently unable
to calculate long-time solutions in reasonable time when long-time solution is wide jam. So we
are unable to provide further comparison to empirical data and to microscopic model.
To show complete work done during writing this thesis also copy of accepted publication
“Power laws and skew distributions” by R. Mahnke, J. Kaupužs, and M. Brics is appended as
Chap. B in Appendix.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Additional sections for Chap. 4
A.1.1. Stationary non-homogeneous solutions for ∆x̃ = 0
By setting ∆x̃ = 0 in Eq. (4.35) we have










Eq. (A.2) can be straight forward integrated and we get that












ln|ṽ2 − ṽ + C2|+ C1 . (A.3)
The non-homogeneous stationary solutions for C = 0.4 which has homogeneous solutions
{ρ̃ = 2, ṽ = 0.2} and {ρ̃ = 0.5, ṽ = 0.8} you can see in Figs. A.1 and A.2. Figs. A.1 and
A.2 shows that we have 3 different non-homogeneous solutions and that stationary homo-
geneous solution with larger density ({ρ̃ = 2, ṽ = 0.2}) is unstable and with smaller density
({ρ̃ = 0.5, ṽ = 0.8}) is stable. We also see that none of these solution and also combination of
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Figure A.2.: Non-homogeneous solutions for stationary density profiles for C = 0.4 if ∆x̃ = 0
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A.1.2. Stationary moving profile for ∆x̃ = 0
By inserting ∆x̃ = 0 into Eq. (4.40) we have













The Eq. (A.4) can be straight forward integrated









but integral is too complicated to write it analytically, and has only physical meaning for ṽ > ṽg.
The non-homogeneous stationary moving profiles for C ≈ 0.473 which has homogeneous
solutions {ρ̃ = 1.4, ṽ ≈ 0.338} and {ρ̃ ≈ 0.714, ṽ ≈ 0.662} for positive and negative value of
ṽg you can see in Fig. A.3.






































Figure A.3.: Non-homogeneous solutions for stationary moving velocity and density profiles
for C ≈ 0.473 if ∆x̃ = 0. Left figures are for ṽg = −0.079 and right for ṽg = 0.3.
As expected from Fig. A.3 we see that for negative value of ṽg we have 3 homogeneous
solutions and that only stationary homogeneous solution is unstable. For positive value of ṽg
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we have 2 homogeneous solutions and also only stationary homogeneous solution is unstable.
Also for this case we see that none of these solution and also combination of solutions satisfies
periodic boundary conditions.
A.1.3. Newton’s method for stationary moving profiles
One way how we can solve Eq. (4.40) is to use finite difference approach with Newton’s














































As derivation of Martin Hilliges and Wolfgang Weidlich model assumes that ρ̃ and ṽ is constant
in the cell it is only reasonable again to choose h̃ = ∆x̃. So i ∈ [0;N ] where N was number of
cells.













, then formally in Eq. (A.7) we need to replace ρ̃N = ρ̃0 , ρ̃−1 = ρ̃N−1, ṽN = ṽ0,
ρ̃−1 = ρ̃N−1. However we have now 2N equations and 2N + 2 (ṽ0 . . . ṽN−1, ρ̃0 . . . ρ̃N−1, ṽg, Cg)
unknowns. So we need to find 2 more equations.




dξ̃ ρ̃(ξ̃) = ρ̃hL̃ (A.8)
and from mean value theorem we find out that at least in one point ξ̃0 ∈ [0; L̃], the density
ρ̃(ξ̃0) = ρ̃h =
Ncars
L̃
. As on circular road we can choose ξ̃ = 0 where we want, we can choose ξ̃






































































































i = 2, 3, . . . , N − 2 .
(A.9)
Now lets introduce vector X = {ṽg, ρ̃1, ρ̃2, . . . , ρ̃N1 , ṽ0, ṽ1, . . . , ṽN−1}
T of length 2N and vec-
tor function F (X) = {F0(X), F1(X), . . . , FN−1(X)}T such that Fj(X) is the left side of j-th
equation of Eq. (A.9). Now we can write Eq. (A.9) in concise form F (X) = 0. Eq. (A.9) is
going to be solved with Newton method. In order to do so, first we need to introduce Jacobian
matrix J(X) with elements Jij(X) =
∂fi(X)
∂Xj
and some vector hm = {h0, h1, . . . , hN−1}T .
Then from good initial guess X0, we after some number m of iterations (A.10) we should
reach solution up to machine precision.
J(X
m)hm = −F(Xm)
Xm+1 = Xm + hm
(A.10)
But to do this we need to calculate Jacobian matrix elements. All possible non-zero elements




























X2i − 1 +XN+iX4i + 2XN+iX2i +XN+i
)
XN+i (XN+i −X0) (X2i + 1)
2 for i ∈ [1, N − 1] (A.16)
Ji,N+i = 2





































































































A.2. Additional figures for Sec. 2.3
(a) lane 3 from D1 (b) lane 4 from D1
(c) lane 3 from D2 (d) lane 4 from D2
(e) lane 3 from D3 (f) lane 4 from D3
(g) lane 3 from US 101 (h) lane 4 from US 101
Figure A.4.: Space-time plots for lanes 3 and 4 from subsets D1, D2, D3 of data set I-80 and
data set US 101.
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(a) lane 5 from D1 (b) lane 6 from D1
(c) lane 5 from D2 (d) lane 6 from D2
(e) lane 5 from D3 (f) lane 6 from D3
(g) lane 5 from US 101 (h) auxiliary lane from US 101
Figure A.5.: Space-time plots for lanes 5 and 6 from subsets D1, D2, D3 of data set I-80 and
data set US 101.
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B. Publication “Power laws and skew
distributions” by R. Mahnke,
J. Kaupužs, and M. Brics
B.1. Introduction
Power laws are observed in many systems. Particularly, one has to note the critical phenom-
ena in interacting many–particle systems, which are associated with cooperative fluctuations of
a large number of microscopic degrees of freedom. The singularities of various quantities in
vicinity of the phase transition point are described by the critical exponents. It has been rigor-
ously shown for a class of exactly solved models [1–3], which are mainly the two–dimensional
lattice models. For three–dimensional systems, exact results are difficult to obtain, and approx-
imate methods are usually used. A review of numerical results, as well as of the applied here
standard perturbative renormalization group (RG) methods can be found, e. g., in [4]. An alter-
native approach has been proposed in [5]. There are also many textbooks devoted to this topic,
e. g., [6–9]. A general review of critical phenomena in various systems can be found, e. g.,
in [10]. Recently, the role of quantum fluctuations in critical phenomena has been reviewed and
discussed in [11].
Goldstone mode power–law singularities are observed also below the critical temperature in
some systems, where the order parameter is an n–component vector with n > 1 (see, e. g., [12–
17]). These systems are spin models having O(n) rotational symmetry in zero external field.
This is an interesting example of power law behavior, exhibited by the transverse and longitudi-
nal correlation functions in the ordered phase. Moreover, according to the recent Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation results [18–20], it is very plausible that this behavior is described by nontrivial
exponents, as predicted in [17].
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For a general review, one has to mention that phase transitions described by power laws and
critical exponents are observed in variety of systems, such as social, economical, biological
systems, as well as vehicular traffic flow, which are often referred in literature as non–physical
systems. In particular, traffic flow is a driven one–dimensional system in which, unlike to one–
dimensional equilibrium systems, phase transitions are observed. Formation of a car cluster on
the road is analogous to aggregation phenomena in many physical systems [21]. The widely
used approach in description of the vehicular traffic, as well as the traffic in biological systems
such as ants, is the simulation by cellular automata models. One can mention here the famous
Nagel–Schreckenberg model [22], which has numerous extensions, e. g., [23–29]. A good
review about this topic can be found in [30]. Stochastic fluctuations play an important role here.
A new approach to this problem, emphasizing the role of the stochasticity, has been introduced
in [31]. The master equation is used here to describe the jam formation on a road as a stochastic
one–step process, in which the size of a car cluster is a stochastic variable. The results of this
approach have been summarized in the review paper [32], as well as in the recent textbook [33].
The critical behavior, found in a simple traffic flow model considered in [32], is described by
the mean–field exponent β = 1/2 for the order parameter (see p. 75 in [32]).
The power laws in critical phenomena have been discussed in [34] in a general context of
many other examples, where the power–law distributions emerge. A distinguishing feature of
the critical phenomena is the existence of certain length scale, which diverges at specially cho-
sen parameters, i. e., at the critical point. It results in a scale–free or power–law distribution. In
some cases, however, no fine tuning of parameters is necessary to observe the critical phenom-
ena. It refers to systems exhibiting the self–organized criticality. Any such system adjusts itself
to the critical point due to some dynamical process. The percolation on square lattice have been
discussed in [34] as an example of critical phenomena, and the forest fire model – as an example
of the self–organized criticality. Spin systems with global rotational symmetry could be added
here as a different example of the power–law behavior at a divergent length scale. Namely, the
correlation length in such systems is divergent at vanishing external field not only at the critical
temperature, but also below it. It results in the already mentioned here power–law Goldstone
mode singularities.
Apart from the appearance of the divergent length scale, there are also other mechanisms
how the power laws emerge. Many examples have been reviewed and discussed in [10, 34–
37] pointing out the ubiquitous observation of power law distributions in nature. A tool for
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analyzing power law distributed empirical data in presented in [36]. A set of mechanisms for
power laws can be found in [10] based on self-organized criticality like damage and fracture of
materials as well as multiplicative recurrence with stochastic variables. Power laws are common
patterns in nature [37] and economics (known as Pareto distributions [34, 35]). The underlying
cause seems to be stochasticity. We have addressed this question in Sec. B.2 by considering in
detail certain model of evolving system.
B.2. Emergence of power–law distribution and other
skew distributions in evolving systems
Power–law distribution can be considered as a particular case of the so called skew distributions.
Examples of skew distributions are considered in various papers in literature, e. g., Zipf’s law
(power law) in rank–size distribution of cities [38] and log–normal distribution as a long–tailed
duration distribution for disability in aged people [39]. A class of non–Gaussian distributions
with power–law tails has been considered in [40]. In Chapt. 6 of [10], the stretched exponential
function family and its generation is reviewed as intermediate between thin (like Gaussian) and
fat tail (like power law) distributions. Certain extreme deviation mechanism has been discussed
in [41], which can explain the appearance of stretched–exponential distribution in a number
of physical and other systems, exhibiting anomalous probability distribution functions and re-
laxation behaviors. Examples are anomalous relaxations in glasses and velocity distribution in
turbulent flow.
A generalized family of distributions, including the Pareto power law distribution as well as
the Weibull distribution, has been considered in [42, 43]. It has been shown here that the power
law family is nested into the Weibull family as certain limit case (see Eqs. (1) to (8) in [43]).
In [44] (see also comment on this paper [45]) some interesting ideas are developed how
skew distributions such as power law, log–normal, and Weibull distributions emerge in general
evolving systems and what makes the difference between them. According to [45], however,
no correct answers to these fundamental questions have been found in [44]. Therefore, we have
reconsidered this problem and have found an example, where the Weibull distribution really
emerges.
We consider certain evolving system consisting of N elements, introduced already in [45].
Therefore, we will repeat some basic definitions and relations of [45], which are necessary for
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the actual extended study. Each element of the evolving system has certain size, which is a
discrete stochastic variable taking one of the values xn, where n = 1, 2, 3, etc. The size of each
element can increase from xn to xn+1 with the transition rate w(n). The number of elements
N = N(t) also increases with time, i. e., a new element of the minimal size x1 is generated with
certain rateW(N). AssumingW(N) = rN , the probability P (N, t) of having N elements at
time t is given by the master equation
∂P (N, t)
∂t
= r(N − 1)P (N − 1, t)− rNP (N, t) . (B.1)
We consider a system having N(t = 0) = N(0) elements at the beginning. Thus, the initial
condition reads
P (N, t = 0) = δN,N(0) . (B.2)
The equation for the mean number of elements 〈N〉(t) =
∑
N NP (N, t) is obtained via
multiplying both sides of ((B.1)) by N and summing up from N(0) to infinity. It yields
d〈N〉
dt
= r〈N〉 , (B.3)
which gives the solution
〈N〉(t) = N(0) ert . (B.4)
Let P(N1, N2, . . . ; t) be the probability of having N1 elements of size x1, N2 elements of size
x2, and so on, at time t. The time evolution of our system can be described by the master
equation for P(N1, N2, . . . ; t) in an infinitely–dimensional space of stochastic variables Nn. A
quantity of interest is the probability p(n, t) that a randomly chosen element has size xn at time
t.
In the thermodynamic limit N(0) → ∞, considered further on, the relative fluctuations of






In this case, the mean numbers of elements obey simple balance equations
d〈Nn〉
dt
= w(n− 1)〈Nn−1〉 − w(n)〈Nn〉 : n ≥ 2 (B.6)
d〈N1〉
dt
= r〈N〉 − w(1)〈N1〉 . (B.7)
From ((B.3)) and ((B.5))–((B.7)) we obtain
∂p(n, t)
dt
= w(n− 1)p(n− 1, t)− [w(n) + r] p(n, t) : n ≥ 2 (B.8)
∂p(1, t)
dt
= r − [w(1) + r] p(1, t) . (B.9)
These are the basic relations, introduced already in [45].
In the following, we will consider two particular examples. For w(n) = λ, the stationary



















If xn = (1 + b)n−1 and w(n) = λ, then Eq. ((B.8)) for p(n, t) ≡ p(xn, t) becomes
∂p(xn, t)
∂t
= −(r + λ) p(xn, t) + λ p(xn − δn, t) (B.11)
with δn = xnb/(1 + b). This equation is similar to that one obtained in [44] (cf. Eq. (7) in [44])
and discussed also in [45]. The stationary solution pst(xn) is a power–law
pst(xn) ∝ x−αn (B.12)
with α = ln(1 + r/λ)/ ln(1 + b).
Another example is xn = n and w(n) = λn. One should note the similarity of this
growth mechanism with the auto–catalysis in chemical reactions in presence of birth of new




= −(r + λxn) p(xn, t) + λ(xn − 1) p(xn − 1, t) . (B.13)
At large n or large xn, it is expected that the probability p(xn, t) changes almost continuously
with xn, so that p(xn, t) can be approximated by a continuous function p(x, t), which has the
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meaning of the probability density. For large xn, the stationary solution of ((B.13)) is a power–
law
pst(xn) ∝ x−αn at xn →∞ (B.14)
with α = 1 + r/λ.
Similarly as in models of aggregation with injection [50, 51], the size distribution is cut-off
at xn ∼ Λ(t), where the upper cut–off parameter Λ(t) diverges at t → ∞. The non–stationary
solution converges to the stationary (power–law) one at r > 0 and t → ∞ in the sense that the
probability distribution becomes time–independent for x  Λ(t), whereas r = 0 is a special
case where limt→∞ p(xn, t) = 0 holds for any fixed n. Indeed, the size of each element can
only increase with time and no new elements appear if r = 0.
The total number of elements N is conserved at r = 0, and these elements evolve indepen-
dently of each other. Hence, p(n, t) in this case can be interpreted as the probability to have
certain size xn at time t for a system consisting of one element.
Assuming the initial condition p(n, t = 0) = δn,1, the exact solution of ((B.8))–((B.9)) at





for w(n) = λ, and





for w(n) = λn, as it can be easily verified by a direct substitution. Inserting n − 1 =
lnxn/ ln(1 + b) in ((B.15)), we obtain the solution for the case xn = (1 + b)n−1 in terms
of the element sizes xn
p(xn, t) =
(λt)lnxn/ ln(1+b)
Γ(1 + ln xn/ ln(1 + b))
e−λt . (B.17)
Continuum description xn → x is valid here for b → 0 and large n around the distribution
maximum, i. e., for n ≈ λt → ∞. Besides, the probability density is ∝ p(x, t)/x in this case,
since the density of points is varied as 1/x.
The probability distribution can be obtained numerically by simulating stochastic trajecto-
ries, corresponding to the master equations ((B.8))–((B.9)). The results for w(n) = λ = 1 at
four different values of r are shown and compared with the stationary distribution ((B.10)) in















































































Figure B.1.: Probability distributions for w(n) = λ = 1 s−1 at four different values of r (in
s−1): r = 0 , r = 0.001, r = 0.01, r = 0.1 (r value increases form left to right and top to
bottom). Dashed lines represent calculated results by solving Eqs. ((B.8))–((B.9)) numerically
at different time moments t. Solid line shows stationary solution given by Eq. ((B.10)).
at n ≈ λt, as consistent with ((B.15)). This maximum is also well seen at small positive values
of r (r = 0.001; 0.01). However, it becomes less distinct with increasing of r. Generally, the
distribution is cut-off at n values, which are somewhat larger than λt. At long times, remarkably
smaller than λt values of n and positive r, the time–dependent distribution is well consistent
with the exponential stationary distribution ((B.10)), which is power–law distribution ((B.12))
depending on size xn.
In the other example, where xn = n and w(n) = λn, Eq. ((B.16)) yields the asymptotic
solution at r = 0











valid for xn ∼ eλt → ∞. It is obtained using the identity limz→∞(1 + a/z)z = ea. According
to the last equality in ((B.18)), this exponential distribution is a special case of the Weibull
distribution











with the scale parameter η = eλt and the shape parameter γ = 1. The simulation results for


































































Figure B.2.: Probability distributions for w(n) = nλ with λ = 1 s−1 at four different values of
r (in s−1): r = 0.1, r = 0.5, r = 1, r = 2 (r value increases form left to right, top to bottom).
Dashed lines represent calculated results by solving Eq. ((B.13)) numerically at different time
moments t. Solid line represents power law solution from Eq. ((B.14)), and proportionality
constant was determined by fitting numerical results of Eq. ((B.13)) at large n for maximal
calculated time, because power law solution should be valid at large value of n and long time t.
convergence to the stationary power–law distribution ((B.14)) for large xn = n and long times
t.
The last term in ((B.13)) can be evaluated approximately by using the Taylor expansion of
y p(y, t) around y = x. In the linear approximation at r = 0, it leads to a continuous equation
∂p(x, t)
∂t
= −λ p(x, t)− λx∂p(x, t)
∂x
, (B.20)
with p(x, t) being the probability density. This equation is valid for large x in certain cases,
where the higher order expansion terms are small. It satisfies the conservation law of total












with the shape function F(z) and the scale parameter η(t) = η0eλt. Here F(z) is an arbitrary
function, which has continuous first derivative. The Weibull distribution ((B.19)) is a particular
case of ((B.21)). Hence, if we choose the initial condition corresponding to ((B.21)) at t = 0,
then this equation represents the solution also at t > 0. This solution has a simple interpretation:
it corresponds to the growth of the size x of each element according to the deterministic approx-
imation dx/dt = λx. The second–order derivative neglected in ((B.20)) is responsible for the
diffusion effect, which can change the shape of the distribution. Eq. ((B.20)) is a good approxi-
mation within a finite time interval for the initial distribution in the form of ((B.21)) with large
η0. In this case, the second– and higher–order derivatives, neglected in ((B.20)) are small for
any x ∼ η0, i. e., the diffusion effect is small within not too long time interval. Consequently,
any skew distribution of the general form ((B.21)) can be observed as a transient behavior at
appropriate initial distribution of element sizes, provided that no new elements are generated,
i. e., r = 0.
B.3. Conclusions
1. The emergence of stationary power–law distributions of element sizes, as well as of non–
stationary skew distributions, such as the Weibull distribution, has been considered in
certain evolving systems, where the mean total number of elements 〈N〉 grows exponen-
tially with time t as 〈N〉(t) = N(0)ert, and the size of each element also grows with time
(Sec. B.2).
2. Our exact results for the model with no particle injection (r = 0) show that in this special
case, where the total number of elements is fixed, the non–stationary long–time solu-
tions can be different skew distributions given by Eqs. ((B.17)) and ((B.18)). The so-
lution ((B.18)) is a particular case of the Weibull distribution. Our analysis shows that
transient distributions of a general approximate form ((B.21)) can be also observed. The
analytical solutions have been compared with the results of numerical simulations of the
corresponding master equations, providing also the probability distributions for the gen-
eral case of r ≥ 0. A convergence of a time–dependent solution to the stationary (power–
law) one is observed for large element sizes at r > 0 and time t→∞.
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